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WL-31    ARRAY BARGRAPHS INDICATOR,     31 LEDs / 3.3% 
Input signal - 420mA, 020mA, 010V, 05V, 02V selected with jumpers, 
galvanic separation between input and supply circuit, 
vertical or horizontal mounting and description of the scale. 

 

Purpose 
Bargraphs indicator can replace analog tilt meter and it is 
more resistant to vibrations and mechanical impacts. The 
value of measure signal is indicated by a line of LEDs 
clearly visible during day or night. 
LED placed at the zero point lit all the time indicating power 
on. Next LEDs light up with the increase of the signal by 
3,33% of the range value. The last 31st LED lights up when 
the input signal reaches  100% of the range value and has 
different color from the other. 

Technical parameters 
Input signal (selected with 

jumpers on the back 
panel) 

- 020mA, 420mA, 
010V, 05V, 02V 

Input resistance:   
020mA, 420mA - 100 

max voltage drop: 2V 
010V - 500k 
05V - 250k 
02V - 100k 

vertical or horizontal indication - in percentage [ % ] 
Zero and range calibration 

error 
-  1% 

Measurement resolution - 3,33% 
Zero regulation  (turned on by 
potentiometer jumper) 

- 050% span 

Range regulation  (turned on by 
potentiometer jumper) 

- 050% span 

Error due to ambient 
temperature changes  

 
- 

 
0.25 % /10 oC 

Galvanic separation - input circuit separated from 
supply circuit 

Isolation test voltage - 2,5kV / 50Hz 
or equivalent 

Supply voltage - 21  28V DC, min 50mA, 
max 120mA 

LEDs dimensions - 31 LEDs  2,5 x 7mm 
External dimensions - 24 x 96 x 120mm 
Mount window dimensions - 21,5 x 91,5mm 
Housing protection - front panel  IP 62,  

whole device  IP 20 
 

Order code. 
WL-31- V ---- Bargraphs indicator with vertical description  
WL-31- H --- Bargraphs indicator with horizontal 

description 
 

On the back panel are supply and input signal terminals,  
5-position jumpers line to switch the measurement ranges,  
4-position jumpers line to activate zero ”0” and span ”Z” 
regulation potentiometers and two ten-turn potentiometers. 
Zero ”0” and span ”Z” settings are independent (they do not 
influence on each other) and are separately switched on. The 
indicator is factory set on range 420mA. 
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symbol purpose 
V1 first supply terminal 
V2 second supply terminal 
I- negative terminal of measured signal 
I+ positive terminal of measured signal 
1 010V range turn on 
2 05V range turn on 
3 02V range turn on 
4 current ranges turn on (020mA  

without jumper no. 5) 
5 420mA range with current ranges 

turned on (jumper no. 4) 
6 smooth zero regulation turn off  
7 smooth zero regulation turn on 
8 smooth range regulation turn off 
9 smooth range regulation turn on 

 


